
Class - II CHAPTER- 1





Lesson 1: The Falling Star

I. Words to learn:



7



II. Word meaning:

• Slide                 - (here) slip  downwards

• Blinding           - shining brightly

• Good only        -(here) perfect

• Gone                - (here) to vanish forever

III. Make sentences: -

1. Stars - The stars are twinkling in the sky.

2. wishes - May your wishes come true.

3. Sky - The sky is blue.

4.  Lovely - I have a lovely dress.

5. Bought - Rita bought a toy car.



IV. Answer these questions: -

Que.1- What did the narrator see?

Ans- The narrator saw a star sliding down the sky.

Que.2- Why do you think, a star is too quick to hold?

Ans- A star is too burning, moving fast in the sky. That is why 

it is too quick to hold.

Que.3- What quality of the star made it ‘too lovely to be 

bought or sold’? 

Ans- The stars are bright, shiny and lovely to look at. They are 

good to make wishes; these qualities made the star too lovely 

to be bought or sold.

Que.4 - Good only to make wishes on. ’Explain.

Ans - We can’t hold, buy or sell a falling star. That is why it is 

said in the poem that stars are good only to make wishes.



Home Assignment

1.Match the word with its meanings: -

1.Gone Slip downwards 

2.Good only Shining brightly

3.Blinding To vanish forever 

4.Slide Perfect 



2. Complete the following using the given poem :

I   saw a star slide down the sky,

Blinding the north as it went by,

Too burning and too quick to hold,

Too lovely to be bought or sold,

Good only to make wishes on

And   then forever to be gone.

1. We can't ______, _______ or _______ a falling star. 

2. The __________ are good to make wishes. 

3. A star is too quick to hold because it is too _______ 

and  moving     ______ in the sky.

4. The narrator saw a star ___ down the sky. 



3.Make sentences:-

1.quick - ______________________

2.hold - ______________________

3.brightly - ______________________

4.good - ___________________

4.Write opposites: -

1.up  ________

2.good _________

3.inside _________

4.near __________


